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If we trust that our true origin is indeed stardust
then let us open our seeing to a way of being
to engage curiosity and invite wise reasoning.
That we are stardust dreaming
streaming
an inner intelligence of our primordial being.
With intention
look in a new direction
for origin of life detection.
For the wisdom of the origin of life is conserved
and reserved
For the artist and scientist who open its door
seeking to explore.
LUCA speaks within
and expresses the passion and mystery
of our primordial history.
As you seek your astrobiology discovery
engage curiosity intrinsically.
Descend into the roots of the inner ancient tree
that sprouts within thee.
Turn back the molecular clock and unravel genetic mutation
by inviting primordial contemplation
and seek intrinsic revelation
of the story that is told
of how life unfolds.
Let us refine scientific history
to affirm that exploration of our inner space
holds a trace
of deep ancestry.
For the Scientific Revolution was not the whole solution.
On discovery’s path the tapestry of the arts are needed
to understand how the earth was seeded
and how protocells proceeded.
Into a systems biology weaving
of the original, umbilical conceiving
of stardust dreaming protocells
into all that is alive.
We are the remembrance
and descendants.
Expressing cosmic surging
and evolutionary diverging
into an inner fountain emerging.
Drink from this fountain.
And drunken with creativity
an artist of astrobiology you’ll be.
Enhancing scientific inquiry and discovery
for the benefit of humanity.